PRINT & POST
HOW TO USE NATURE’S HEAD® WATERLESS COMPOSTING TOILET

BEFORE USE:



Ensure you have two (2) gallons of pre-moistened Sphagnum Peat Moss (plain, no manure or other
mixes) for the solid waste base. Fill product just under the flat laying agitator (should smell
woodsy/pleasant).
Store nearby a container with 3 parts water/one part vinegar to clean seat and bowl when necessary, or
wet wipes.

TO USE:




Lift lid and make sure the base is closed (handle up) to urinate into 2.2-gallon liquids container. Keep
eye on level to not overflow.
Push handle down to open base to poo. Close immediately after use.
Turn agitator at least three times.

EMPTYING LIQUID:




Release latch on each side of seat.
Raise seat,cap liquids bottle and remove to empty.
Rinse with a little water (and vinegar if necessary) before placing back in cradle and store the cap
nearby.

EMPTY SOLID WASTE BASE:








Empty solids base when it feels hard to turn macerator handle.
Release latch on each side of seat and slide off hinge; set aside.
Remove liquids bottle from cradle.
Remove wing nut from L-bracket on each side of the base.
Either fit a 13-gal garbage bag around base and invert contents into the bag, or carry out to chosen
location for disposal.
Place back into L-brackets and spin wing nuts to tighten. Ensure fully assembled.
Close lid.

REMEMBER TO:





Teach your family and friends how to properly use this amazing toilet.
Review often the Installation/User’s Guide Manual that comes with your toilet.
If you leave for long periods of time, empty/clean liquids bottle.
Keep watch over the liquids bottle to ensure no overflow. If room is dark, place a flashlight nearby.
Some folks mark a line on the bottle to show users when it’s time to empty it to avoid overflow.
 Keep the bowl and seat clean with water/vinegar/wipes. Never clean the inside of the solids
baseeven after emptying solids (nature is working there).
 Keep base fan plugged in to run while you’re there; unplug when you leave.
 Keep snow or stored items free from the outside vent to ensure proper ventilation.
********

Provided to you by: Laurie Butler /907-267-9898 / LaurieEcoSupply@gmail.com
Contact me any time with questions

SAVING OUR WATER FOR TOMORROW
*** NATURE’S HEAD®***

